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Abstract: The 
Nazi Party used 
propaganda to 
influence and 
control their 
people. They had 
a technique to 
make their 
propaganda 
effective. 
Question: Are 
the same 
techniques that 
were used in Nazi 
propaganda used 
in pop-culture? 
Question CA CA 2 CA 3 BoB ep1 ep2 ep3 ep4 ep5 ep6 ep7 ep8 ep9 ep10
Is a complex problem simplified? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Is there name calling? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Are generalities used? 1 1 1 1
Is there a symbol that represents authority? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Testimonial that makes us accept? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Does the hero seem like an ordinary human? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Does the hero risk his/her life? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Does the hero have the best technology? 1 1
Is there a feeling to conform to the message? 1 1 1 1
Does the film create a feeling of pride or hatred? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Total 7 8 7 4 6 8 8 7 6 6 7 7 6
Average: 7.33 Average: 6.2
VS
What is propaganda?
Propaganda is primarily used to influence an audience. Often by 
selectively presenting facts or using loaded language.  
